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GG Content’s Strengths

Using our own sophisticated tool,

Accumulated over 4 years,

After the campaign ends, we

based on extracted indicators,

with vast influencer data,

send an analysis result report.

it is easy to search for influencers.

we choose the most effective target where

Through discussions based on it

Based on recent indicators

fast communication is possible.

advance the follow-up campaign.

we then set an objective unit price.

(Available in all countries except Greater China)

YouTube Campaign Strengths
✔ Unaffected by ad blocking technologies, such as
Adblock.
✔ The created content can show the brand’s strength.
✔ The video will be posted forever unless there are
extraneous circumstances.
✔ Influencers directly introduce products to reach a
loyal audience.
✔ Highly sought after targets can be reached.
✔ Can be used by all industries.

YouTube Campaign Process

Product/Genre,
Target language,
and budget
decided

Influencer
Candidates
found

IO Signed

1st invoice

Talking Points ,
Related Images
/materials, and
Landing link
provided

Average 4 weeks

Report results,
Final invoice
sent

Videos
released

Videos sent in
for approval

Video
production
(Takes about 2
weeks)

Influencers are
recruited

✔ The most efficient campaign is possible if you start discussions 3 to 4 weeks before the desired
marketing time.
✔ If your schedule is tight, discussions can be shortened to within 2 days if parts 1-5 are quickly decided
upon.

YouTube Campaign

How to show

Campaign Video
Pre-roll or Dedicated video is
produced by the influencer.

Tracking Link
Put the download link at the
top of the Description and
track click from it.

YouTube Campaign

Pre-roll vs Dedicated video

✔ This is a method of advertising products within 30 to 90 seconds before the
main content.
✔ You can expect a lot of target exposure
✔ You can employ multiple influencers who don’t produce dedicated videos.
✔ It is also advantageous over Dedicated videos in terms of price.

✔ Influencers whose main content and audience meet the target’s
goal will produce 5-10 minutes full video.
✔ Influencers with high understanding of the content, and good
performance, can be reused to create more in-depth content.
✔ It can be disadvantageous in terms of KPIs.

Twitch Campaign

Strengths

✔ Viewers mainly consist of 18-34 years old, and more than
80% of the gamers are men.
✔ According to Twitch, Viewers are very open to advertising.
✔ Influencers reach their loyal audience as they play the
targeted game live for a contracted time.
✔ Exposure is gained by placing the Game Banner while
streaming.
✔ If you hire a famous streamer, or multiple streamers, to
raise the viewer ranking, you will be exposed at the top of
the Twitch’s Browse by viewership page and gain
beneficial advertising effects.
✔ If you proceed with the PPL method, it can be used in all
industries.

Twitch Campaign

How to present

Campaign Streaming
Play the target game live by
contracting the channel on an
hourly basis.

Tracking Link
Send tracking links at specific
intervals through Chat Bot.

VOD

Panel Banner
Expose the Game Banner at
the bottom of the screen
while streaming.

Upload VOD after
broadcasting. It disappears
after 30 to 40 days due to the
nature of Twitch.

Twitch Campaign

Product/Genre,
Target language,
and budget
decided upon

Process

Influencer
Candidates
found

IO Signed

1st Invoice

Average 3 weeks

Report results,
Final invoice
sent

On a set
date/time
streaming
+VOD
uploaded

Influencer
recruitment

Talking Points
(Required
elements,info
related to game
access) provided

✔ The most efficient campaign is possible if you start discussions 3 to 4 weeks before the desired
marketing time.
✔ If your schedule is tight, discussions can be shortened to within 2 days if parts 1-5 are quickly decided
upon.

Portfolio

Kickstarter Funding

Strengthens
trust in product,
boosts funding

Famous fishing influencer Scott Martin

Goal

Click to check the funding site.

Kickstarter Funding

Process

Uploaded a video of a famous fishing YouTuber from the
United States using the product and use the video on the
funding site.

Outcome

Achieved $110,000 in funding, far exceeding the target
amount

Portfolio

Musical Collaboration

Sharing the event with target audiences

H.E.R event recruitment announcement

Goal
Process
Outcome

Spread news of the event that was publicly recruiting musicians for Life is Good composed by H.E.R
(LG brand)
Distributed campaign videos that explain the event and encourage/guide participation from music
related channels
Total 25 videos, over 6.3 million views exposure

Portfolio

E-Sport Tournament

Recruiting streamers and conducting tournaments

Goal

Promote LG UltraGear Gaming Monitor, E-Sports Competition, and Increasing Monitor
Recognition

Process

A total of 20 streamers are invited to hold an online tournament.

Outcome

150,000 simultaneous viewers, 5 million VOD viewers

Broadcast matches via Twitch channel

Appendix

Other Social Media Posts

Influencers use a variety of social media to communicate with their viewers.
In addition to their videos, the use of additional social media posts is possible through a separate contract.

Instagram Post <King’s raid>

Twitter Post <Summoner’s War>

Facebook Post <The Labyrinth of Ragnarok>

Appendix

Video Usage Rights

If you want to edit your campaign video and use it as an official social media or commercial DA ad, the availability varies from influencer to influencer.
We will secure the usage rights for the videos if requested.

Social media posting <Hero Cantare>

Used as DA advertisement material <Secret
Cat Forest>

Used as a DA advertisement material
<Bvengers>

Appendix

Creative Video

When the target is pre-existing and a fandom is already formed, creative videos can go viral while also gaining the interest of potential customers by
creating videos that multiple users can enjoy. The produced video can be uploaded to the corresponding channel, as well as used on the developer's official
channel and SNS.

Parody Animation <Black Desert Online>

<Guardian Tales> Rap

Posted on Instagram, official channels, etc.

Required
Information
Target
product

Target
country

Budget

Desired
timeframe

We can propose [Inﬂuencer candidate list + View estimate] based on the above.

Mix Strategy (Pre-Roll: Dedicated consists of approximately 8:2)
Region / Budget

North America /
$50,000

South America/
$50,000

Southeast Asia /
$50,000

CPV (Cost Per
View)

$0.03~$0.04

$0.01~$0.02

$0.02~$0.03

Total exposure

1.6 million views

5 million views

2.5 million views

•
•
•

Thanks!

